Etac Clean with
front-opened seat
Mobile shower commode chair

Etac Clean with a front-opened seat
Etac Clean is an award-winning and best-selling mobile shower commode chair. Introduced in
1999, it set the standard for shower commodes to come and maintains its position to this day.
We now introduce a new addition to the family - Clean with a front-opened seat. The new
model offers users even further possibilities to manage hygiene routines on their own terms.

Everything needed in one chair
Clean can be used in the shower, over the toilet or by
the wash basin. Its excellent hygienics and user-friendly
features, makes it popular in care facilities as well as
home envrionments around the world.
One of Clean’s most significant traits is its great
manoeuvrability. It is easy to drive and can fit through
doorways or where space is scarce.

Flexibility - without complexity
Clean offers great functionality - without unnecessary
complexity. The armrests can be moved or removed with
a simple click to facilitate transfers, and the brakes are
easy to access, lock and unlock. The unique footrest is
always in place, but can easily be stowed away under the
chair when not in use.

New Clean
with front opening

Standard Clean
with rear opening

Benefits with an open front
A seat with a hygiene recess in the front can be
suitable for several reasons. Some users may
be able to reach more independently from the
front, depending on their range of motion or
personal preference. Access from the front can
also suit the daily hygiene routines with a
caregiver better. The seat can be especially
beneficial when using a hand shower instead
of wiping.

The Clean family
The remaining Clean family have rear-opened
seats and numerous models to choose from.
The range includes a height-adjustable model,
as well as a self-propelled version for more
independent users.
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Features
Easy access from the front

Fits over different toilets

The seat has a generous opening in the front
to facilitate access for hygiene purposes.

The chair is a perfect fit over wall-mounted
toilets as well as other toilet models.

Accessories - For the complete range, visit etac.com.
Soft comfort seat, open front

Seat cover

80209527
Comfort seat for extra softness.
Designed for the model with front opening.
2 cm high.
Colour: Grey

80209528
A soft seat cover for when a full sitting area is
preferred. Compatible with all Clean models.
2 cm high.
Colour: Grey

Etac Clean shower commode chair with front-opened seat

Description

Item no.

49 cm (19¼”), 4 lockable castors
49 cm (19¼”), 4 lockable castors, double box
55 cm (21¾”), 4 lockable castors
55 cm (21¾”), 4 lockable castors, double box

Front opening, lagoon green
Front opening, lagoon green
Front opening, lagoon green
Front opening, lagoon green

80229325
80229319
80229321
80229320

Weight

Maximum user weight

49 cm: 14.0 kg
55 cm: 14.5 kg

130 kg

www.etac.com

Facts

Etac Clean with front-opened seat
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Founded in 1973, Etac is a world-leading developer and provider of ergonomic
assistive devices and patient handling equipment. Our ambition is to provide solutions
that optimise quality of life for the individual, family members and caregivers.
For the latest news and continuously updated
product information – visit: www.etac.com

Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
info@etac.se www.etac.com

